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Abstract-In secondary Indian roads, one often encounters 
potholes which can be either dry or water-filled. Accordingly, 
to ensure safe driving, it is imperative to detect potholes and 
estimate their depths in either condition. In this paper, we develop 
a physics-based geometric framework, where such detection 
and depth-estimation can be accomplished using suitable laser. 
Specifically, we relate dry pothole depth to measured optical 
deviation using simple ray optics. Further, we use Snell's law 
of refraction to obtain a quartic equation, and its appropriate 
real root to relate water-filled pothole depth to the corresponding 
optical deviation. Here we take into account diminishing resolu
tion with increasing distance from the camera. We conclude by 
experimentally validating our method. 

Index Terms-Vehicular safety, dry and water-filled potholes, 
pothole detection, pothole depth estimation 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Recent advances in vehicular safety and driver assistance 

technology have greatly reduced the burden of driving. Ex

amples include collision warning, localization, cooperative 

driving, and driverless vehicles, which has been enabled by 

vehicular communication [1]. Yet, vast developing markets, 

such as India, are yet to benefit adequately from such ad

vances, because certain specific concerns remain unaddressed. 

For example, in countries such as India, one often encounters 

secondary roads dotted with potholes, which can get filled 

with water during monsoon (Fig. 1). Detecting potholes and 

estimating their depth, especially, when water-filled, with bare 

eyes while driving at night or in low light condition places 

undue burden on the driver. In this paper, we provide the 

theoretical underpinnings for filling this gap by proposing a 

laser-based system. Specifically, we present a physics-based 

geometric analysis of the problem, and validate it experimen

tally (in a scaled down setup). 

Several attempts have been made at addressing related 

concerns. For instance, Pothole Patrol system proposed by 

Eriksson et al. uses accelerometer data and GPS sensors to 

identify potholes and other irregularities on the road surface 

[2]. A similar kind of pothole detection system that uses 

Android smartphones with accelerometers is proposed by 

Menis et al. [3]. Rode et al. use accelerometers and Wi-Fi 

enabled vehicles for pothole detection and warning system [4]. 

Shonil developed an FPGA based image processing system 

for pothole detection [5]. Yu et al. utilized a red laser and a 

camera under laser frequency to capture the images of cracks 
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Fig. 1: Potholes on Indian road: dry (left) and water-filled 

(right) 

and potholes on the pavement [6]. However, these frameworks 

have been developed generally with high-quality roads in view 

and are limited only up to detection of potholes. Hence it 

is imperative that such potholes are not only detected, but 

their depths are also estimated in both dry and water-filled 

condition. 

In this backdrop, we propose a physics-based geometric 

approach for detection and depth estimation of dry and water

filled potholes. We assume a camera and a laser source, ideally, 

with a wavelength that suffers low attenuation in water. The 

laser source projects a line onto the road surface. Deformation 

of the laser line seen by the camera is utilized for detection 

and depth estimation. While this problem is straightforward for 

dry potholes, estimating the depth of water-filled potholes is 

considerably more involved, for which we provide a rigorous 

mathematical analysis. Further, we validate our theory in a 

scaled-down laboratory setup, where depth of dry potholes 

is estimated with an accuracy greater than 98%. In contrast, 

depth estimation accuracy for water-filled potholes is only 

upto 94.7%. The curvature of water due to surface tension, 

especially prominent in our scaled down setup, appears to 

contribute to the reduction in accuracy in the water-filled 

scenario. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II 

discusses the proposed geometric approach for finding phys

ical depth of both dry and water filled potholes. Creation of 

reference data for the prototype used is explained in section III. 

Section IV gives the experimental details and observations, and 

finally we conclude in section V. 

II. DETECTION AND DEPTH ESTIMATION 

We consider a camera-laser arrangement mounted on the 

vehicle to sense the presence of pothole. Fig.2 shows the 
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Fig. 2: Schematic of pothole sensing system. 

schematic of the proposed setup. Camera is placed on top 

of the laser such that it captures the light projected by 

the laser. We chose laser source to be a line laser so that 

when illuminated, camera sees a straight line on the normal 

road surface. However, in the presence of pothole, laser line 

undergoes deformation which is captured by the camera. 

Detection and measurement of this deviation is automated 

using basic image processing based on template matching. 

Maximum deviation measured indicates the deepest point in 

the pothole, which is further used to estimate the depth of 

pothole. Note that laser deviation will be less in water-filled 

pothole as compared to dry pothole, due to refraction of 

light, making depth calculation challenging. In this setting, 

we present physics based geometrical analysis for estimation 

of depth of both dry and water-filled potholes. 

A. Dry Pothole 
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Fig. 3: Geometrical depiction of dry pothole. 

d Real depth 

6 Displacement dry pothole 

Be Angle of inclination of camera 

Bl Angle of inclination of laser 

R Range of laser ray on normal road surface 

/j.R: Increment in range due to presence of pothole 

I Length of line segment DP 

We first present the analysis for dry pothole. Ray diagram 

representation for detecting dry pothole using proposed setup 

is shown in Fig. 3. Camera is placed at point A and laser 

at point E which is below the camera. Camera and laser are 

arranged to align vertically. In the absence of pothole, laser ray 

hits road surface at point D. Its reflection seen by the camera 

follows the path AD. Note that to make the analysis simpler 

camera is arranged such that image of point D is the principal 

point. In the presence of dry pothole, laser line still follows 

the path ED and meets the surface at P. Now, camera captures 

the ray from point P and parallel to principle axis. In other 

words, the image captured by the camera is nothing but the 

image of 6 shown in the Fig. 3. The relation between 6 and 

physical depth d is obtained as follows 

From 6DEF, 6FDG, we get 

. 6 sm(BI - Be) = y 

Dividing (2) by (1), we get 

d COSBI = y. 

d = 6 cos Bl 
sin( Bl - Be) 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

For a calibrated arrangement Be, Bl, he, hi and R will remain 

fixed. Only 6 varies with respect to pothole depth. Hence, we 

shall assume the above mentioned parameters to be known in 

the further discussions. 

B. Water-filled Pothole 

For the water-filled potholes, the depth of the pothole 

obtained will be less than the real depth due to the difference 

in refractive index of air and water. Water being more dense 

than air, the laser rays entering the water will bend towards 

the normal. Ray diagram representation of water-filled pot

hole is shown in Fig. 4. The camera captures the image of 

reflected rays which give apparent depth of the pothole. The 

mathematical analysis is as follows. 
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Fig. 4: Geometrical depiction of water-filled pothole. 
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Fig. 5: Zoomed view of Fig. 4 

Apparent depth considering the camera rays 

Displacement seen by camera 

d 

B� 
cP� 

Angle of incidence of reflected ray seen by camera 

Angle of refraction of reflected laser ray 

R 
D..Re: 
D..R�: 

Range of laser ray on normal road surface 

Increment in range w. r. t d for water-filled case 

Increment in range w.r. t de 

1) Basic Equations: As shown in Fig. 4 line DH is the 

refracted laser ray into the pothole making an angle CPI with the 

normal. The ray hitting the bottom of the pothole is reflected 

back to the camera line segment HI. However, the camera 

images a different point (point L) due to the difference of 

refractive index of two media. The camera sees the point L 

which is at the apparent depth dc of the pothole. In other 

words, the deviation captured by the camera is 5' as shown in 

Fig. 4. We can now obtain a relation between 5', de, and d as 

follows. 

From 6DEH, 6IFH and 6JGH, we have 

(cp') D..Re - f1 tan = -----=--:,-----=-e d 
(�' _ A �' ) = D..Rc - f1 - f2 tan 'Pc D.'Pc d ·  

(4) 

(5) 

Subtracting (4) from (5), noting D..cP� as small, and using 
d(tanx) = sec2 x we get dx ' 

� = D..cp�sec2(cp�). (6) 

Similarly, from 6ILK and 6JLK, we have 

B' D..R� - f1 tan = ----"----e de (7) 

. (B' _ AB') = D..R� - f1 - f2 
(8) tan e D. c de · 

Again, subtracting (8) from (7), and noting D..B� as small, we 

get 

�: = D..B�sec2 (B�). (9) 

Dividing (6) by (9), we get 

(10) 

From Snell's law we have 

sin B� 
--= T) 
sincp� 

sin( B� - D..B�) 
sin( cP� - D..cP�) 

( 11) 

= T), ( 12) 

where D..B� and D..cpc are small. Therefore, noting sin D..Bcf � 
D..Bcf and cos D..Bcf � 1 in (13), we obtain 

D..B' cos B' T) = __ c __ c 

D..CP� cos cP� 
D..B' cos cp' __ c = 'T) __ e . D..cP� cos B� 

Substituting (14) in (10), we get 

dc 1 cos3 B� 
d � cos3 cp�. 

Now, to relate 5' and dc, consider 6XLM and we have 

5' = XL cos Bc. 

From 6AOL and 6AOX in Fig. 4, we have 

XL OL-OX 
(he + de)(tanB� - tan Be). 

Substituting (18) in (16), we get 

5' = (hc + de) (tan B� - tan Bc) cos Bc. 

Rearranging (19), we get 

5' dc = - he· cosBc(tanB� - tanBc) 
Substituting (20) in (15) and rearranging, we get 

1 ( 5' ) cos3 cP� d= - - he ---T)2 cosBe(tanB�- tanBc) cos3B� · 

( 13) 

(14) 

( 15) 

(16) 

(17) 

(18) 

( 19) 

(20) 

(21) 

2) Relating B� to Bc and other parameters: For water

filled potholes, (21) relates real depth and deviation 5' by 

considering the multiple reflected rays seen by the camera. 

cP� and B� in (21) are auxiliary variables which need to be 

eliminated by relating them to known quantities (Bc, Bl and 

hc) and d. This can be done considering single reflected ray 

captured by camera (see Fig. 6). 

From 6DEH and 6IFH, we have 

f1 = d(tancpl - tancp�). (22) 

From 6ACD and 6ACI, we have 

f1 = he(tan B� - tan Bc). (23) 

Equating (22) and (23), we get 

hc(tanB� - tan Be) = d(tancpl - tancp�). (24) 

Rearranging (24), we get 

he tan B� + dtan cP� = he tan Be + dtan CPl. (25) 



Fig. 6: Water-filled pothole considering only single reflected 

ray towards camera 

Right hand side of (25) is in terms of auxiliary variables e� 
and ¢�. To eliminate them, we first express tan ¢� in terms of 

tan e� using Snells law as follows. 

sin¢� sin e� 
17 

cos¢� 

Substituting (26) in (27), we get 

and similarly, we can also get 

)." tan e� tan� = -'=7====�====�T== e 
)r,2 + ( r,2 - 1) tan2 e� 

(26) 

(27) 

(28) 

(29) 

Substituting (29) in (25) and let he tan e c + d tan ¢z = a in 

(25), we get 

(30) 

Now let 

w r,2 + (172 - 1) tan2 e� (31) 

=} tan e� /�2
-

_ 
17
: . (32) 

Substituting (31) and (32) in (30), we get 

� ( 
d
) V � hc+ Vw = a. (33) 

Removing rearranging (33) an quartic equation in w con

taining d as well. It can be expressed in the form 

a1w4 + b1w3 + C1w2 + d1w + e1 = 0, (34) 

where 

h4 e 
2h�d2 - 2h�T)2 - 2a2h�( r,2 - 1) - 4h�d2 
a4(T)2 - 1)2 + 2h�T)4 + d4 - 2a2(T)2 - 1)d2 
+2a2h�(T)2 - 1)172 + 6h�d2T)2 
2a2 (172 - 1 )d2T)2 - 2d4T)2 - 2h�d2T)4 
d4rt 

Roots of (34) admit closed-form expressions [10]. These roots 

can be real or complex depending on nature of determinant. 

However, in this case only real positive root greater than 172 is 

admissible, otherwise tan e� cannot be real (refer to (32». The 

choice of w in case of multiple admissible roots is explained 

later. 

3) Final equation for depth of water-filled pothole: Substi

tuting (26), (27), and (28) in (21), we get 

d = - - he X 
1 [ (5' 

] r,2 cosee(tane� - tanee) 
:J 

[TJ2 + (172 - 1) tan2 e�p . 

Now substituting (31) and (32) in (35), we get 

d = � [ (5' - he] w�. 172 (
J 

W-T/2 • ) COSec 1)2-1 - tanee 

(35) 

(36) 

The right hand side of (36) contains w. Notice that closed

form expression of w will be in terms of d. Consequently, 

d appears on both sides of (36) which makes it difficult to 

obtain a closed form expression for d. In view of this, we 

opted representing (36) graphically for different values of d 
which is described later. 

III. REFERENCE CHARTS 

In this section, we present various reference charts required 

for finding depth of both dry and water-filled potholes. First, 

we discuss the choice of roots for quartic equation (34). Fig. 7 

shows the zero crossing region of quartic function (34) for 

pothole of depth d = 20 mm, for R = 31.5 cm, hz = 5.5 cm 

and he = 14.5 cm (R, he and hz values chosen as per the 

experimental setup). It has two real roots where only one root 

(highlighted by dotted circle in Fig. 7) satisfies the empirical 

relation between d and (5'. The closed form expression for this 

particular root is given by r3 in [10]. 

Next, as mentioned earlier we do not have closed form 

expression for finding d of water-filled pothole. Hence, we 

plotted (5' obtained for various values of d, and similarly (5 for 

the same range d. Fig. 8 shows the plot for (5' vs d and (5 vs d 
considering same R = 31.5 cm, hz = 5.5 cm and he = 14.5 
cm. w is chosen as mentioned above. Here, (5' and (5 will be 

in centimeters. Observe that, (5' vs d is almost linear and (5 vs 

d is linear. 

So far the analysis made for finding depth of both dry and 

water-filled potholes is based on measurements (5 and (5' in 

physical units. However, in reality we measure (5 and (5' in 
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Fig. 7: Zero crossing region of quartic function (34). 
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Fig. 8: d vs 5 (blue) and d vs 5' (red). 

pixels. Therefore, relation between pixels and physical units 

need to be established. Our analysis assumes that image point 

where the laser ray hits the road surface (without any pothole) 

coincides with the principal point of the camera. Under this 

assumption we can relate 5 and 5' in physical units to pixel 

units as follows: 

(37) 

where 5p is deviation in pixels, 5 is deviation in cm and Rs is 

resolution of camera for distance T d of imaging plane (plane 

parallel to image plane at which point of interest lies) from 

camera and is given by 

f 
Rs = -, (38) Td 

where f is the focal length of the camera. Without a pre

calibrated camera, we next estimate the focal length f from 

empirical observations of resolution at various distances (Td'S) 
from the camera plane. To such data, we then fit the least

squared estimate, argminL;:\(R� - ;, )2, where Nd is 
f d 

number of observations. Fig. 9 gives both observed and least 

square fit plot for Rs vs T d. 
Now we can plot for 5� vs d and 5p vs d considering the 

respective T d of dry and water filled potholes, expression for 

which are given below. For dry pothole, from 6AQP 

Td= J(he+d)2+(R+dtanBz)2 (39) 

and for water-filled pothole, from 6AOL 

Td = J (he + de)2 + ((he + de) tan B�)2. (40) 

Fig 10 shows the plots for both 5� vs d and 5p vs d considering 

the same parameter as that of Fig. 8. Observe that 5� vs d 
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Fig. 9: Change of resolution of camera with distance. 
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Fig. 10: d vs 5p (blue) and d vs 5� (red). 

in this case is almost linear where as 5p vs d is nonlinear. 

Finally, Fig lOis used to find depths of both dry and water

filled potholes for the measurements 5p and 5;. 

IV. EXPERIMENTAL V ERIFICATION 

In this section, we corroborate our mathematical analysis 

with experimental data. We first discuss the experimental 

setup, followed by detection of pothole and then finally 

estimation of the actual depth of the pothole. 

A. Description of the prototype 

The complete experimental setup includes a vehicle (toy 

car), a laser source (line source) operating in visible spectrum 

(red light) and a camera (Microsoft HD LifeCam) arranged 

as shown in Fig. 11. Camera is fixed on top of the laser 

source and is aligned vertically with the laser. Road surface is 

simulated by using a metal sheet on which channels of known 

fixed depths are made which are considered as potholes. We 

considered three potholes of depths 10 mm, 15 mm and 20 
mm for experimental verification. For this setup R = 31.5 cm, 

hz = 5.5 cm and he = 14.5 cm. 

B. Detection of the pothole 

The laser source projects a laser onto the metal sheet with 

pothole and then camera captures the image of the laser. Laser 

line captured by camera is separated from the background 

using thresholding operation [6]. The binary output is com

pared with the reference template to detect the deformation. 

The template consists of image of laser line on road without 

pothole. The template image and its binary version can be seen 

in Fig. 12. A mismatch immediately indicates the unevenness 

of the road, possibly a pothole. 



Fig. 11: Front view and side view of experimental setup 

Pothole depth Optical deviation (pixels) 
(mm) bp o� 

10 89.5 10 
15 126.5 12 
20 156.5 15 

TABLE I: Measured 6p and 6� from the images captured. 

Fig. 12: Template image 
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Fig. 13: (a), (c): Captured dry and water-filled pothole of d = 

20rmn; (b), (d) corresponding binary image used to calculate 

optical deviation. 

C. Estimation of depth of pothole 

Finally, 6p for dry pothole and 6� for water-filled pothole 

are measured in pixels for all potholes (refer to Table I). 

Subsequently, these values are compared with reference chart 

(shown in Fig. 10) to estimate the actual depth d of the pothole. 

Table II presents actual and estimated values of depths for 

representative potholes in dry and water-filled case. 

Observe that estimated depth matches closely with actual 

depth for dry potholes with around 1 % error. However, for 

water-filled potholes, deviation is larger from actual depths 

with varying error (5% to 17 %) (refer to Table II). Such 

larger deviation is likely in large part the result of curvature 

of the water surface due surface tension. However, in actual 

application on road, the pothole depth and width will poten

tially be much larger, and the above effect should be minimal, 

leading to better accuracy. 

Actual depth Estimated depth (mm) 
(mm) 

Dry pothole % error 
Water-filled % error 

pothole 
10 10.1 I 11.7 17 
15 15.2 1.33 14.2 5.33 
20 20.2 I 18.1 9.5 

TABLE II: Comparison between actual and estimated depths. 

V. DISCUSSION 

This paper presents a physics-based geometric method to 

determine pothole depth, both in dry and water-filled condi

tions. While the analysis for dry potholes is straightforward, 

that for water-filled ones is considerably involved. Importantly, 

based on our analysis, an automated and inexpensive image

based system can be implemented practically. Towards this, 

we demonstrate a proof of principle via a scaled-down ex

periment. However, crucial challenges still remain towards 

productization. For instance, the laser and camera angles may 

vary statistically within a limit, and one should translate our 

analysis to a probabilistic framework. Several other engineer

ing parameters, such as laser frequency and wattage, camera 

resolution and frame rate, need to be optimized in the real-life 

deployment in terms of performance-cost tradeoff. Of course, 

determining whether the detected pothole is dry or water filled 

can be made reliable by appropriate use of machine learning 

methods. The maximum speed that a vehicle can maintain for 

a given system to work would also be a crucial factor. Finally, 

pothole information can be shared via communication links, 

thereby improving collective driving experience. 
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